President’s Message – June 2019 edition
Dear Members,
Thank you to everyone that attended our May training event which was another fantastic and succesful event.
As well, thank you again to the speakers, the ACFE Board Members and to the volunteers that helped out at the
event. As we look ahead into our 2019/ 2020 season we have several other professional development events
planned to include our September 18th luncheon event at the Terminal City Club. We also have our second
training event in November at BCIT. Please refer to our events page for registration and event details over the
next couple of months.
The Vancouver Chapter of will again be represented at the 30th Annual ACFE Global Conference being held
in Austin, Texas from June 23rd to the 28th and we will be posting an article about the Global Conference in our
July / August newsletter. With several thousand attendees expected from all over the world this is a terrific
networking and training event and we hope to see you there.
We have sold all of our ACFE Scholarship Donation products and thank you to everyone that contributed to
the ACFE Scholarship Program. Raffle tickets are still available for purchase for the ACFE Canadian Conference, Montreal Prize Packages that we will be raffling off at the end of August and all proceeds will go to the
ACFE Scholarship Program. Please contact your Board members for raffle tickets.
As June 15th is United Nations, World Elder Abuse Day and our June article will focus on fraud targeting the
elderly. If you are interested in speaking at one of our Chapter events or providing a story for our newsletter,
please let us know. This is a great professional development opportunity and we encourage everyone to participate in the continued development of the ACFE Vancouver Chapter with your content and suggestions.
Finally, on behalf of the ACFE Vancouver Chapter Board Members I wish you all a fantastic summer and look
forward to seeing you in Vancouver on September 18th.
Sincerely,
Steve Wilson, President, ACFE Vancouver Chapter

-

The ACFE Scholarship Program Foundation: https://www.acfe.com/foundation.aspx
In the News:
The ACFE Vancouver Chapter has recently donated to the ACFE Scholarship Program. As such, we have several
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Packages** that we will be raffling off over the next couple of months. All proceeds will go to the ACFE Scholarship ProShell faces
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es in corporate history
Elon Musk of Tesla settles with SEC
BC to probe money laundering in real estate
and luxury car industries
Uber settles for 148 million with 50 states
over 2016 data breach
USPS uses data analytics to sniff out fraud

2 Canadian Conference Prize Packages - Each prize package includes conference registration, flight and hoMount Everest rescue fraud
tel. (Tickets 1 for $20 or 3 for $50) Tickets can be purchased from the Vancouver ACFE Board Members directly.
Winners will be announced on August 31, 2019.
Laughing all the way to the bank cybercriminals targeting US financial institutions

2019 ACFE Fraud Conference Canada – October 20-23 in Montreal

Future of fraud regarding blockchain
Googles executive fraud fighter explains risks
involved in boasting about owning bitcoin
Blockchain can help fight insurance fraud
Learn about blockchain fraud through ISACA
RCMP and Privacy Commissioner investigate
alleged NCIX breach
Anatomy of a bitcoin ransom
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President’s Article – June 2019 Edition
Fraud Targeting Elderly – By Grace Yun Xuan Song
Fraudsters like to target the most vulnerable people in our society and of course, seniors are at top of the
list. According to Misty Carter, a research specialist from the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners,
the elderly are commonly targeted by fraudsters because they “might be lonely, willing to listen and are
more trusting than younger individuals” (Carter, 2018).
According to the CPA Canada’s Fraud Protection for Seniors webinar, reasons why the elderly are
frequent fraud targets are because of their isolation, feeling of loneliness and reliance on support related
to medical appointments and medications (Jones, 2018). Another reason is that elderly tend to have
money. After working all their lives, they are finally settling down for retirement with life savings and
pensions. Fraudsters know these vulnerabilities and they use them to their advantage, including elders’
family members.
According to the National Center on Elder Abuse (NCEA) in the United States, the most common perpetrators of elder financial abuse are family members (57.9%); next in line are friends and neighbors
(16.9%) and home care aids (14.9%) (NCEA, 2018). However, cases of financial abuse and fraud on
elderly usually are not news headlines because they are not as attractive as other high-profile crimes
such as murder, assaults and shootings.
Though the public seems to be uninterested in hearing about financial abuse and fraud on the elderly,
the impact on the victims is devastating and unrepairable. In May 2018, Bloomberg states that “one financial services firm estimates senior lose as much as $36.5 billion a year” and it is probably an underestimation due to the lack of reporting (Leiber, 2018). To understand how we can prevent this financial
abuse, we need to understand some of the different schemes and methods that the fraudsters use to target the elderly.
Phone scams are within the top 10 most common scams targeting elderly. Scammers would call and
pretend to be a government agency or a fake charity and ask the money. In fact, one of most wellknown cases is the Canadian Revenue Agency (CRA) scam where fraudsters claim to be a CRA agent
and calls to collect unpaid taxes while threatening for arrests and deportation in some cases (Common
& Vellani, 2018).
The Grandparent scam is one of the top three scams against elderly. Usually the scammer would call
and pretends to be one of the grandchildren and tells victim that he/she is in some
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sort of trouble needing financial help immediately. The scammer would also ask the victim to conceal
the incident due to the situation or embarrassment. Once the victim sends over the money, the scammer
will continue to ask for more money until the victim realizes it’s a scam or when he/she runs out of
money.
Case - Elias and Others Defrauding Elderly Women in Montreal: Stéphane Elias is one of the fraudsters
who targeted elderly women in Montreal using the grandparent scam (Cherry, 2018). Elias is a 43-yearold man who started working for fraudsters because he wanted quick and easy money. Part of his job is
to constantly call elderly people and pretend to be their grandchild or nephew needing emergency money. Elias also claims that Steven Devantro, one of the leaders of the network, specifically targeted elderly women. To make sure he has the right targets, Devantro would research on website 411 for common
family names and look through death notices to find widows.
Sweepstakes scams, also known as prize pitches, are also very common and one of the top three scams
against the elderly (reported by CPA Canada) and part of the top 10 scams reported by the ACFE. The
scam starts with a call or mail to the victims letting them know that they have won a lottery or prizes of
some sort. The scammers would then ask for fees or taxes to be paid before issuing the prize. In an article by Bloomberg, an estimated amount of 5 million elderly Americans is victimized every year by this
scam.
Case - Marjorie Jones: The victim in this case is Marjorie Earl Jones, an 82-year-old woman who lived
alone in a two-story house in Moss Bluff, Louisiana with financial independence (Leiber, 2018). One
day, Jones was contacted by someone over the phone saying she has won sweepstake prizes (Finney,
2018). Jones believed the caller and made her first payment of the “fees and taxes” required to obtain
her prize. After the first payment was made, the caller continued to call Jones asking for more and more
payments. Eventually, Jones took out all her savings, reversed a mortgage, cashed her life insurance
policy and handed everything to the fraudster. As expected, Jones did not receive anything in return and
was left with just $69 in her bank account.
Unfortunately, according to NCEA most of the fraud against the elderly are committed by family members or relatives. Due to the care needed in old age, elders often rely on family members to help with
hospital visits, clinic appointments, and drug refills. Such dependency is dangerous, and it undeniably
promotes opportunities for manipulation and fraud on the elders. Lynn McDonald who is the director of
the Institute for Human Development, Life Course and Aging at the University of Toronto (Hodges,
2017). She states that the second most common form of elder abuse is financial exploitation and most of
them are committed by family members.
In 2017, a case was brought to light by McDonald on how shockingly stone- hearted family members
can be. A mother from Saskatchewan was sick and had to stay in the hospital for her hip replacement
surgery. During her stay, her daughter convinced her to sign everything over to her name and promised
to give everything back when the mother gets out of the hospital. When the mother is discharged, she
found out the house was already sold, and all her possessions were gone. With nothing left, the mother
only had pension to live from.
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Laura Watts is a Toronto lawyer who focuses on elder abuse issues, she claims that the unsuccessful
adult child living at home with elderly parents is the typical setup for elder abuse. Watts also states that
the unsuccessful adult child may often have “some type of dependency or other kind of alcohol problem
or failure to launch.” This person probably starts the abuse by disconnecting the elder’s social relationships, isolating the elder to him/herself. Then fraudster would escalate into financial abuse by pressuring the elder into signing a power of attorney and sometimes transfer of assets.
Sadly, these stories are very common but most people, witnesses and victims, are choosing to be silent.
We are giving the blind eye to the unforgiveable torturous crimes done to elders, causing them pain, and
suffering psychologically, physiologically and financially. What can our society do to help with prevention? A local retailer has stepped up and prevented their customers from fraud.
Case - San Carlos Best Buy: A Best Buy in San Carlos, California has received the county’s first crime
prevention award earlier this year by successfully deterring away customers being scammed over the
phone (Finney, 2018). Employees from Best Buy said that training have been provided for spotting potential fraud victims. The most common scenario is when someone frantically looking to buy thousands
of dollars’ worth of gift cards. According to Best Buy, most of the victims are falling from the grandparent scam. Employees would immediately advice the customers to hang up the phone and contact the
police.
Other than cautionary actions from employees, the store also has banner for “Beware of Gift Card
Scam” and warning lists with questions like “Is someone calling claiming to be a family member in
trouble?” “Are you being asked to purchase large sum of gift cards?” “Is someone claiming to be the
IRS?” When employees tell customers that they have been scammed, some of them would take some
time to get out of panic mode, feeling stunned and surprised; while others would need a lot more convincing before believing they are being hit by scammers.
In Canada, depending on the nature of the fraud, elders can report scams, such as phishing emails,
phone and mil scams, to the Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre. If elders want to report abuse by family
members, RCMP is the best option. A useful network and contact to keep is the Canadian Network for
the Prevention of Elder Abuse (CNPEA). The CNPEA website shows different locations of shelters for
abused victims that can offer support, counselling and shelter (CNPEA, 2018).
In the United States, there is an Adult Protective Services Agency in each state where victims can call
for protection and report fraud (Watson, 2017). There is also AARP, formerly the American Association of Retired People, who maintains a list of useful agencies to contact. Again, for elder abuse cases, it
is better to contact the local police.
Grace Yun Xuan Song is a current student of the Graduate Certificate Program in Forensic Investigation
of Fraud and Financial Crime at the British Columbia Institute of Technology.
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In the News:
Click on the headlines below:
Tax crime heads meet to tackle cybercrime
cryptocurrency

Resources from the BCSC:
Click on the headlines below to read more:

CRA adds 1 billion to government coffers going after real estate tax cheats

Updates for the week ending June 14, 2019

The CRAs new field guide on battling identity
theft can help you

Take the Smarter Investor Quiz
Download the following reports by clicking the link below:
2017 Compliance Scorecard

Investigation of Quadrigacx cryptocurrency
debacle turns up $28 million in assets
SIM swap 2.4 million in cryptocurrency theft

BCSC Service Plan 2018-2021
2017-2018 CSA Enforcement Report

SEC issues $3 million award to two former
Merrill Lynch whistleblowers

Sign up on the BCSC website or Subscribe to receive email notifications

BC's money laundering crisis goes National
$19 million worth of iphones

Social Media:




This is how hackers make money from your
stolen medical data

Twitter: @BCSCInvestRight
Facebook: BCSCInvestRight
Youtube: BCSCInvestRight

Breaking fraud cases from the courts May 27
Elder financial abuse

Graduate Certificate in Forensic Investigation of
Fraud and Financial Crime – 100% online
option starting September 2019
The Graduate Certificate in Forensic Investigation of Fraud and
Financial Crime provides a comprehensive understanding of modern financial fraud and financial crime investigative techniques
and tools. The program introduces students to an array of different types of fraud, along with profiles of the common fraud and
economic crime incidents that we see in society today
https://www.bcit.ca/study/programs/a400grcert

Get Involved!

We welcome your ideas and input to make
the Chapter newsletter a valuable resource
for all members.

Please send comments or contributions to:
newsletter@cfevancouver.com
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ACFE Vancouver Chapter
Officers and Committees:

2019-2020 ACFE Vancouver Chapter Board of Directors

PRESIDENT - Steve Wilson
Kate Amangoulova
Vincent Tse
Rosanne Walters
Steve Wilson

treasurer@cfevancouver.com
membership@cfevancouver.com
secretary@cfevancouver.com
president@cfevancouver.com

PAST PRESIDENT - Carmen Wiechers
VICE PRESIDENT – Rosanne Walters
SECRETARY – Rosanne Walters
TREASURER – Kate Amangoulova

Call For Speakers, volunteers and board members:

ETHICS – Linda Murray
If you are interested in speaking at an upcoming chapter event, send a brief
proposal and topic outline to events@cfevancouver.com .
We are always seeking volunteers and board members. Please contact Steve at president@cfevancouver.com if you are interested or contact an existing board member at one of the upcoming local events.
If you have a story or would like to be featured in the newsletter let us
know at newsletter@cfevancouver.com

MEMBERSHIP OUTREACH
Vincent Tse
Sachin Singh
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Steve Wilson
COMMUNICATIONS - John Dumfries

Find a Fraud Examiner
Stay Connected on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn:

If you are a current Chapter member
and would like to include your contact
information on our website, please send
it to: website@cfevancouver.com.
Join the ACFE Vancouver chapter!
Join the ACFE Vancouver Chapter for
discounts on training events and more!
Click on this link for more information:
Click Here!

Website Job Postings
We offer a free job posting on our website to any companies who have at least
one employee as a chapter member. If
interested, contact:
website@cfevancouver.com. Check our job
postings page for current listings.
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